Origami Risk

Self-Administered Organizations
Software Solutions for Improved Claim Outcomes
With Origami Risk — the risk and insurance industry’s leading claims and risk management information system — take full advantage
of award-winning solutions and platform flexibility to prevent losses, streamline claims handling, and inform decisions.

INCIDENT INTAKE & MANAGEMENT

CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION

Origami Risk’s configurable incident intake system — accessible
from mobile app or any internet browser — allows users to capture
and report incident adetails quickly & accurately. Automate root
cause analysis and capture investigation details to determine if
corrective actions are needed.

Origami Risk provides a comprehensive platform including all
functionality needed for end-to-end claims adjusting along with
all the tools claims supervisors require for managing larger claims
teams. Features include everything needed from intake to reserves
and checks, all the way through advanced predictive tools, aiding
in swift, cost-effective claim closure.

USER PORTALS
Provide users, brokers, and other stakeholders with access to
data via a secure portal that uses your branding. Users can log
in to view dashboards, generate reports, review claim details,
and much more.

ANALYTICS & REPORTING

Analytics and benchmarking in Origami Risk makes data analysis
straightforward and fast. Automate report distribution to reduce
administrative costs. Use dashboards, reports, and graphs to gain
actionable insight across your entire claims and risk environment.

DATA TOOLS

Import claims, transactions, incidents, locations, HR
information, and more. Load data into the system from
virtually any source, including legacy systems and third-party
applications. Utilize a library of predefined spreadsheets to
upload data on demand or on a set schedule. Encrypt and
export data from the system using on-screen tools.

Award-winning claims and risk
management technology, backed by
unparalleled client support.
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Origami Risk

Self-Administered Organizations
Award-Winning Technology & Professional Services
Origami Risk is consistently recognized as the #1 ranked software provider for the risk and insurance industry.

What sets us apart?
A singular focus on our clients’ business objectives and outcomes underlies our approach to providing software and support. For
us, it begins with our people — industry veterans capable of offering invaluable insight during implementation and eager to partner
with clients to develop new, innovative functionality. We are committed to ensuring our clients continue to take full advantage of all
Origami Risk has to offer.

SERVICE
•

Experts. We’re experienced insurance and risk professionals with the perfect balance of industry knowledge and technology
expertise who are ready to deliver the right solutions every time.

•

Collaborative. A designated team partners with you to deliver a smooth and efficient implementation.

•

Consistent. Members of your implementation team continue to see to your needs by providing ongoing, consultative support.

TECHNOLOGY
•

Secure. Compliant with SSAE 18 SOC 1 Type II, SSAE 18 SOC 2 Type II, and NIST 800-53/FISMA.

•

Flexible. Without custom coding or plug-ins, the platform can be configured to meet your changing business needs. Access to
administrative tools gives you control.

•

Reliable. Stable, always available, and incredibly fast.

FUNCTIONALITY
•

Intuitive. Simple, straightforward design benefits both day-to-day users and those who only access occasionally.

•

Seamless. You’re always on the most recent version – no installation required. With system updates every 10-12 weeks, you
don’t wait months to use new functionality.

•

Efficient. Easily automate routine, repetitive tasks and simplify workflows to free up time and resources.

To learn more, visit origamirisk.com

About Origami Risk
Origami Risk was founded by industry veterans committed to designing intuitive web- and mobile-based software that streamlines how
risk, safety, and insurance data is collected, analyzed, and shared. Origami provides an integrated platform of products including RMIS,
safety, GRC, claims, analytics, and underwriting tools. The most experienced service team in the industry ensures that client success is our
central focus. Contact us at info@origamirisk.com.
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